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FEATURES: BENEFITS:

A practical modular storage system
Your work space deserves a high quality and convenient storage system, and this six drawer 

tool chest satisfies a wide range of requirements. Organize and store small parts in the four 
slim drawers with removable bins, place hand tools in the deep drawer with a removable 
divider, or keep bulkier tools in the extra deep drawer. You can move the unit around your 
garage on the practical swivel casters. Thanks to the latch and lock connecting mechanism, 
you can also attach other drawer units to this system.

 ↗ Modular system
 ↗ 5 slim drawers with removable 
bins
 ↗ 2 deep drawers with removable 
divider
 ↗ Integrated top trays
 ↗ Central locking system
 ↗ Swivel casters
 ↗ Latch and lock connecting system
 ↗ Other units from the range can be 
attached
 ↗ 1, 2, 3 and 5 drawer units also 
available

 ↗ Comprehensive modular system that 
includes four slim drawers, one deep 
drawer and one extra deep drawer, to suit 
any storage need.
 ↗ Easy to customize with the latch and lock 
mechanism that allows other units from the 
range to be attached easily.
 ↗ Central locking system prevents the 
drawers from shifting and keeps them 
closed when you need to move the unit.
 ↗ Tall open unit for large storage, 
multipurpose hooks, and a removable side 
bin are all available as accessories, to help 
you create the ultimate storage space.



Give your garage a streamlined look without compromising on performance. The 
Drawer System is the ideal modular solution that lets you add, remove and create the 
mobile storage space that best meets your needs on the job. Each drawer unit features an 
integrated tray for easy access to tools; removable compartments with dividers for handy 
organization; and a sturdy latch and lock system to connect the units together. Flexible 
and mobile, good looking and hard working, the Drawer System is a tool storage solution 
that puts you back in control.
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6 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
Item# 17201228

 ↗ 6 drawer Rolling Tool Chest 
with swivel casters
 ↗ Includes 2 deep drawers 
with removable dividers, for 
larger Power & Hand  tools
 ↗ Additional 4 drawers for 
other tools, accessories  
and smaller items
 ↗ Each set comes with 32 
removable bins

5 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
Item# 17199301

 ↗ 5  drawer Rolling Tool Chest 
with swivel casters
 ↗ Includes a deep drawer 
with removable dividers, for 
larger Power & Hand  tools
 ↗ Additional 4 drawers for 
other tools, accessories  
and smaller items
 ↗ Each set comes with 16 
removable bins

3 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
Item# 17199302

 ↗ Each set comes with 16 
removable bins
 ↗ 3 drawers for hand tools, 
accessories  and smaller  
items

2 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
Item# 17199303

 ↗ Includes a deep drawer 
with removable dividers, for 
larger Power & Hand  tools
 ↗ Additional drawer for other 
tools, accessories  and 
smaller items

7 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
Item# 17200395

 ↗ 7 drawer Rolling Tool Chest 
with swivel casters
 ↗ Includes 2 deep drawers 
with removable dividers, for 
larger Power & Hand  tools
 ↗ Additional 5 drawers for 
other tools, accessories  
and smaller items
 ↗ Each set comes with 32 
removable bins
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2 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
 

56.2 x 28.9 x 26.2 cm
22.1” x 11.4” x 10.3” 2

48/576

48/576

48/1248

48/1248

52/1352

52/1352

3 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
17199302

56.2 x 28.9 x 26.2 cm
22.1” x 11.4” x 10.3” 2

48/576

48/576

48/1248

48/1248

52/1352

52/1352

5 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
17199301

With Wheels:
59.85 x 37.76 x 59.85 cm
23.56” x 14.86” x 23.56”
W/O Wheels:
56.2 x 28.9 x 50.2 cm
22.1” x 11.3” x 19.76”

1
24/288

24/288

24/624

24/624

26/676

26/676

6 DRAWER TOOL CHEST
17201228

With Wheels:
59.85 x 37.76 x 59.85 cm
23.56” x 14.86” x 23.56”
W/O Wheels:
56.2 x 28.9 x 50.2 cm
22.1” x 11.3” x 19.76”

1
16/192

16/192

16/416

16/416

18/468

18/468
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23.56” x 14.86” x 23.56”
W/O Wheels:
56.2 x 28.9 x 50.2 cm
22.1” x 11.3” x 19.76”

1
16/192

16/192

16/416

16/416

18/468

18/468

1. Central locking system
prevents drawers shifting

4. 16 removable small parts bins

2. Safe and versatile stacking
with snap-close connectors

5. Locking Swivel casters

3. Removable dividers

6. Integrated Carry handles


